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château 40460 is an elengant, straight forward 
and floor-free sofa with matching armchair. 
Can be upgraded for workspace with power 
supply and USB connection. Lounge niches 
result from high back designs. On request, the 
sofa can be finished in leather with contras-
ting colour thread. This model is also optio-
nally available in the „flame-retardant“ version. 
Design: W.SCHILLIG
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ARMCHAIRS SOFAS

ACCESSORIES

ME58
individual armchair

Art.-Nr. für Brand-
schutz = BK12 
(Mehrpreis)

78/80/80/48

N70
sofa

Art.-Nr. für Brand-
schutz = BK22 
(Mehrpreis)

160/80/80/48

NH70
sofa high back and 
armrest carcass

Art.-Nr. für Brand-
schutz = BK22 
(Mehrpreis)

171/87/142/48

P58
sofa 3 seats

Art.-Nr. für Brand-
schutz = BK32 
(Mehrpreis)

194/80/80/48

PH58
sofa 3 seats high back 
and armrest carcass

Art.-Nr. für Brand-
schutz = BK32 
(Mehrpreis)

205/87/142/48

EB1
electric box 1 power 
supply 1 USB port 
with 2 connections

Art.-Nr. für 
Brandschutz = BK1 
(Mehrpreis)

24/32/11/0
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2All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and 
its upholstering. Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.



Electrical unit: 
The electrical unit is equipped with USB con-
nection and power supply. The USB output is 1x 
5 V/ 1A and 1x 5 V/2,1 A - sufficient to charge all 
common devices, including tablet PC. In front 
of the left is the socket (220V), on the right is the 
USB unit with 2 connectors.
The electrical unit can be integrated at the 
bottom of the seat frame for each item.
Combined covers for elements with „High-
back“ version possible: 
The model is also available in combination of 

different cover qualities and colours. Combina-
tion see price list. 
Price 1: carcass (walls inside and outside) 
Price 2: cushions (remaining parts: seat 
cushion, seat panel, side panel, side panel 
handrail, back cushion).
Back sides of sofas: 
All pieces are genuinely upholstered at the 
back.
Seam appearance: 
Decorative, felled or double seams may appear 
different in fabric and leather versions. For 

manufacturing reasons, seams may be left out 
of the fabric version or replaced with simple 
seams.
All of the dimensions given are approxima-
te dimensions in cm. We reserve the right 
to make changes. Dimensions are given as 
follows: width/depth/height/seat height. 
Measurements are shown without cushions 
and pillows.
Seat depth: approx. 52 cm
Armpart height: approx. 67 cm
Armpart width: approx. 10 cm

Contrasting thread: 
In some leather colours, this model can be 
supplied with a contrasting coloured thread, 
at no surcharge. Please always specify the 
contrasting thread number or tonal colours will 
be supplied.
Crease formation: 
Fabric and leather stretch to a lesser or larger 
extent under the influence of body weight, 
which can lead to the formation of creases in 
the cover. This visual change does not affect 
use, function and life span and it is not a defect.

Please note:  
Special designs may be made on some ele-
ments in return for an extra charge. Please 
consult us. We are happy to make your 
dreams come true.
Digital fabric/leather and colour samples: 
The visual appearance of the covers and colour 
samples may vary, samples in accordance - 
colour and structure deviations possible.

„Flame retardant“
Optionally, the „flame-retardant“ 
version of this model can be orde-
red (art. no. = BK ..). Please specify 
when ordering.

Electrical supply
An electric box can be ordered for 
the furniture for power supply and 
USB ports. See oder information.

Highback version
The highback version raises sofas 
and armchairs to create a spatial-
acoustic separation. It creates 
lounge niches.

Contrast thread
This model is available in leather 
and some fabric colours with con-
trasting colour thread on request 
at no extra charge.

Combined covers
This model can also be supplied in 
combined covers and combined 
cover colours. See order informa-
tion.

ORDER INFORMATION
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M21

silver

M99

black

F 3B

metal leg gloss

F S1

metal leg, diff. metal 
col.

F 2N

metal leg black

• Item no.
• Cover (combination available)
• Flame retardant version (surcharge)
• Contrasting thread
• Accessories

Metal colours: 
Some of the metal legs are available in diffe-
rent metal colours. Please indicate the colour 
when ordering.
Powder coated: 

The colours silver M21 and black M99 are 
powder coated.
Legs and floor protection: 
In case of very slender furniture legs with 
deliberately filigree shapes and with small 

surfaces, it comes to a raised pressure on the 
floor. We recommend felt pads or another 
suitable mat as protection for scratches and 
pressure points in connection with sensitive 
and/or soft floors. Even if you barely move the 

furniture, it can be helpful to have a carpeted 
floor.

LEGS ORDER CHECKLIST

AVAILABLE METAL COLOURS
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UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE FRAME STRUCTURE UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE QUALITY

1. Frame – Beech wood structure
2. Seat suspension with permanently elastic wave springs
3. Seat upholstery structure – spring core with di-
olen cover incorporated into ergo-PUR-foam
4. Back suspension due to upholstery strap
5. Back upholstery structure of er-
go-PUR-foam with diolen cover

The design of the cross section shown here does not correspond to the model on this page of 
the catalogue.
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Upholstered furniture from passion.

For almost 75 years, this passion has led to the creation of high-quality and special pieces of furniture 
and designer furniture - sofas that combine elegant and contemporary design with first-class com-
fort. We stand for craftsmanship, trend-setting ideas, appealing design and know-how from Germany. 
The result is upholstered furniture with guaranteed first-class comfort and attention to detail. When 
selecting the materials used, we pay attention to sustainability and the conservation of resources.

• Traditional craftsmanship down to the last detail 
• High-quality, environmentally friendly materials 
• Careful & precise workmanship 
• Cooperation with renowned furniture designers 
• Production according to DIN & RAL quality guidelines of the Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel e.V. 
• Regularly tested product quality „Made in Germany“ 
• Development at the Upper Franconian location in Ebersdorf near Coburg 
• Carefully selected fabric and leather cover collections in many colours for a wide range of requirements.

W.SCHILLIG objects GmbH & Co. 
KG 

Am Weinberg 20 - 22 
96237 Ebersdorf bei Coburg 

GERMANY
Telephone: +49 9562 37-0 
Telefax: +49 9562 37-500 

E-Mail: info@schillig-objects.de


